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The Magic Tree House adventures continue in books 9â€”12. Morgan the magical librarian of

Camelot challenges Jack and Annie to discover the answers to four riddles as they travel under the

sea to the Wild West, the African plains, and the frozen Arctic. If they succeed, they will become

Master Librarians! Books in this set include: Dolphins at Daybreak (#9) Ghost Town at Sundown

(#10) Lions at Lunchtime (#11) Polar Bears past Bedtime (#12).
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The Magic Tree House adventures continue in books 9--12. Morgan the magical librarian of

Camelot challenges Jack and Annie to discover the answers to four riddles as they travel under the

sea to the Wild West, the African plains, and the frozen Arctic. If they succeed, they will become

Master Librarians! Books in this set include: Dolphins at Daybreak (#9)Ghost Town at Sundown

(#10) Lions at Lunchtime (#11) Polar Bears past Bedtime (#12) Magic Tree House Books #9--12.

MARY POPE OSBORNE is the author of the New York Times number one bestselling Magic Tree

House series. She and her husband, writer Will Osborne (author of Magic Tree House: The

Musical), live in northwestern Connecticut with their three dogs. Ms. Osborne is also the coauthor of

the companion Magic Tree House Fact Trackers series with Will, and with her sister, Natalie Pope

Boyce.  SAL MURDOCCA has illustrated more than 200 children's trade and text books. He is also



a librettist for children's opera, a video artist, an avid runner, hiker, and bicyclist, and a teacher of

children's illustration at the Parsons School of Design. Sal lives and works in New York with his wife,

Nancy.

My 6 year old is just beginning to read and these books are educational so we read these now at

night. Every night we spend a half an hour or so to read a few chapters and then talk about what we

learned. I also used to read these with my son who is now `16. I actually really enjoy these books

and to tell you the truth I read ahead sometimes because I want to know what happens. These are

great for bonding with your child or for your child to read on their own. They teach a lot in every

book and makes you want to get to the next chapter. I am so happy that both my kids love these

books.

My daughter loves so much these book series. When arrived, she couldn't put down the books:)

Books especially good for exercising the imaginations, the pictures, characters, persons are not

"ready" as in dvd stories. Psychologically books much better than dvd stories, books are doesn't

make the kids frustrated, doesn't cause bad behavior, books even helps to deal with feelings what

they can't describe.

I started this series for my 6 year old grandson. Book 1, hooked. Even the adults were hooked. The

book drew in the curious mind of my grandson who stopped me occasionally as we read book

1/book 2 so he could make notes to figure out some of the things the characters were trying to

figure out. He is not able to read this series on his own but this doesn't matter, I'm a firm believer

that parents should be a part of our children's reading. So now all of us talk about the stories. It is a

treat to be able to ask about the story over the phone and be able to maintain a phone conversation

with substance other than everyday happenings. As I'm told by my son, my grandson lights up when

he finds out some of his friends are also reading the series sparking further conversation that is so

important in growing up. Sharing, I've been told he is willing to share the first books I got him with

his friends. So basically, this is a hit and I will continue to purchase the series to the end. I'm a long

distance grandparent and this book series just adds to our special relationship. I would highly

recommend to any child who enjoys reading or is on the fence.

I purchased the first 8 books to read to my 5 years old grandtwins. They enjoyed the first 6, but have

lost interest for now perhaps because of the predictive language and repeated refrains. I also have



read the series to my first grade students in the past, and found that for some children the interest in

reading was sparked. That's a good thing. I'd suggest if interested, just try the first few books and

see if your child wants to hear or read more in the series.

We started trying to get our 3 year old to sit longer before bedtime to read books (to help calm him

down) and grabbed the Ice Wizard book first. Our son loved it so much that we have since

purchased a number more.Our son will soon be 4 and we are pleased that this will be among his

birthday presents. These books are fun for kids, and introduce them to concepts that they might not

know of. (Especially since we don't watch a lot of tv).There are few illustrations however the story

keeps kids interested. We can't wait until our son can read these on his own.

great little set for my son - he's enjoyed these Jack and Annie books and keeps going with them.

this little box set was great

Bought as a birthday gift. The birthday girl was delighted. I was surprised at how quickly they

arrived. So much better than roaming through Barnes and Noble searching for books!! Price was

great!

My six year old kindergartener grandson love these books!! So totally worth getting them for him!
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